Get closer to our extraordinary
wild neighbours

This year the BBC is celebrating a Summer of Wildlife – a season
packed with fabulous TV and radio programmes, great new online
content at bbc.co.uk/summerofwildlife, buzzing social media
and a nationwide series of hands on events run by the BBC and
our wildlife partners. We are putting the UK’s wonderful wildlife in
the spotlight and encouraging you to enjoy it wherever you live.
Sometimes we're so overwhelmed by images of glamorous animals
in exotic locations, that we often forget that there's some really
beautiful wildlife at the bottom of our gardens, in our parks, urban
spaces and countryside. I've travelled all over the world but my
favourite animals are right here at home. It's a myth that you have
to be an expert to watch wildlife – it’s something we can all do.
Our team of wildlife presenters from the season’s programmes
has set a series of challenges for you to take on as a family.
Designed to get you outdoors, these challenges will have you
exploring local habitats, getting to know your neighbourhood
wildlife and doing a few simple things to help it. Have fun creating
your own Summer of Wildlife by taking on these challenges.
Good luck
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By taking on these 12 challenges the whole family
will get to know more about your wild neighbours!
We've made suggestions to help you complete
each challenge and why not try your own ideas
too? Celebrate your successes on the tracker
chart. If you need help with any of the challenges,
visit the website for instructions, tips and other
useful information from both the BBC and other
wildlife organisations.

Why not set some challenges
for the whole season?
• Best wildlife photograph
• Most unusual creature identified
• Ugliest insect spotted

and other sounds.)
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Chris P ackham’s challen ge –
S tart taking notice
"This first challenge is all about getting you into the habit of constantly
looking out for wildlife. Step outside and discover the wonderful nature
stories that unfold on your doorstep. If you see an interesting bird or
insect, stop, watch for a while, take a picture and then see what else you
can spot. You'll be surprised at how much wildlife is actually out there!"

Chris P ackham, S p ringwatch & The B urrowers
Turn the trip to school or
the shops into a nature trail
See how many different birds, trees or flowers
you can see. Make a spotting sheet or download
one – our website has links to some of these.

Na tu re q ue st
about run contests
When you're out and
t to find and identify:
with prizes for the firs
• 7 different leaves
• 5 different insects
• 10 different plants
• Any animal tracks
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Night-time Wildlife Watch
Dusk is a great time to see wildlife as some of the
shyer or nocturnal species may appear. Can you
watch from inside? Keep the lights off as it's easier
to see. If you're outside wrap up warm and wear
quiet clothing (rustling frightens the wildlife away).
Can't work out what something is?
There are some great resources to help you
identify wildlife - take a look at our website
for more information.

Nick B aker’s challen ge –
Get sharing
"Whilst having a go at all of our challenges hopefully
you’ll be taking lots of photos, drawing sketches,
doing surveys and generally collecting a wealth of
information. This challenge is about becoming part
of the wider wildlife community by sharing some of
your experiences, you never know you might inspire
someone else to join in and make a difference to the
wildlife near them."

Nick B aker, S p ringwatch in the A fternoon
& B rit ain’s B ig Wildlife Revival

Flickr
We’re also asking you to take part in our
See it, Snap it, Share it photography
challenge. Take a picture of any wildlife you
see and share it on the BBC’s Summer of
Wildlife Flickr group. We want to see all your
photos highlighting the UK’s extraordinary
wildlife this summer!
Share offline

Twitter & Facebook
All summer we’ll be hosting an online conversation
around the Summer of Wildlife. Follow BBC Nature
on Facebook (facebook.com/bbcnature) and Twitter
(@BBCNature). Join in and share your own Summer
of Wildlife experiences and get the latest news and
updates about the wildlife near you.

Give a talk to your local Scouts, Guides, youth clubs
or after school clubs. Tell them about the wildlife
you’ve seen and show them any photos you’ve taken.
Quiz them on the sounds you’ve recorded or any
interesting objects you’ve found. Don’t forget to tell
them all about the Summer of Wildlife and challenge
them to take part too!
Did you know?
"In a 50 year study of 3,148
species, 60% of species
have declined and 31% have
strongly declined." State of
Nature, May 2013

#summer
ofwildlife
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Camp Out
Spend a night outside under
canvas, you don't have to go
far, sleeping out overnight in
your own back garden for the
first time can be really exciting
and doesn't take too much
preparation. Camping is a great
way to get close to wildlife in
its own environment, keep your
eyes and ears open for clues to
which animals are nearby.

"Who doesn't love having 'Wild' adventures? Just grab
family or friends and head off to explore somewhere
new. It doesn't have to be a car journey, it can be right
on your doorstep! While you're there why not have a
bash at one of our challenges? Trying something new is
not only fun, it's always an adventure!"

Na omi Wilkinson, Wild
Go geocaching
Geocaching is a real-world outdoor treasure hunt,
imagine a combination of orienteering and hide and
seek. Players have to find hidden containers called
geocaches using a smartphone or GPS and then log
their finds online. It's a great way to discover new
places and is usually free to register.
Build a den
Try building a den in your garden, local park or
woodland. You should be able to find everything
you need outside to make a really cosy shelter.
Look for long sticks to build the framework and
twigs and leaves to provide the cover.
Go to our website to find out more.
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Did you know?
"Fewer than one in ten children
regularly play in wild places
compared to almost a half a
generation ago."
Natural England

Ellie H arrison’s challen ge –
Wildlife under invest igation
"This challenge will turn you into a true
nature detective. Just because we can’t see
our wildlife it doesn’t mean that it’s not all
around us, the evidence is there if we know
what to look for. All you need is patience,
a dose of curiosity and a sharp eye for the
tell-tale signs of nature at work."

Ellie H arrison, B rit ain’s B ig Wildlife
Revival & Countryfile

Feathers and fur
Collect and then identify them at home, fur is
often found caught on fences.
Look for footprints
Photograph what you find. Birds, squirrels and
rabbits are easy to recognise but it can be
difficult to tell the difference between a dog
and a fox. Make a footprint tunnel if you're
keen to find out who's visiting your patch.
Trail spotting
Animals are creatures of habit, often using
the same routes over and over, this can result
in clear trails. Look for rodent trails in the
undergrowth, rabbit runs in long grass or deer
trails in woodland.

A ni mal A ct ivi ty
Squirrels, rabbits, voles,
sheep and deer
all chew bark on trees, the
height of the
damage on the tree indicat
es which animal
is responsible. Look for sm
all holes in the
ground, these could be ma
de by badgers
or squirrels searching for
food.
Owl pellets are usually fou
nd on the
ground near roosts or nes
ts. Birds will
pick at moss for nes ts. Loo
k out for holes
or chewed edges on leav
es, discarded
shells or food and insect
holes on fruit.
Photograph any signs of
wildlife you find,
this will really help if you
're not sure which
animal it was. If you're not
sure, upload
the photo to an online for
um.

Do a droppings audit
Droppings are a sure sign of wildlife. The size
and location of the droppings will give you an
idea of which animals have been around.

Go to bbc.co.uk/summerofwildlife
for help with any of these activities.
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Philippa Forrest er’s challen ge –
The world of wa ter
"This is a challenge close to my heart and something
that I feel everyone can enjoy together. There are not
that many truly wild places to explore any more but
our coastline, rivers, streams, lakes and ponds are
home to a vast array of species that are just waiting
to be discovered. Go on, take a splash!"

Go rock pooling

Philipp a Forrest er,
B rit ain’s B ig Wildlife Revival

• Take a net and a bucket

Go pond dipping
Grab a few things from your kit:
• A bucket or plastic container
• A net
• Notebook and pencil to write down
what you find
• A magnifying glass
• A camera
Fill your bucket with pond water, scoop the net in the
pond and empty the contents into the bucket. Get a
closer look using the magnifying glass. Photograph and
record what you find.
Take a look at our website for more
information about these activities.
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Make the most of a day at the beach by rock pooling.
Be sure to check the tide times before you go.
• Rocks can be sharp so waterproof shoes
are useful
• Don’t prod animals and put back stones
if you’ve moved them
• Record what you find, take photos
of anything you can't identify
Make a mini pond
Place some clean gravel and stones into something
shallow and watertight (e.g. an old washing up bowl).
Add in a few rocks to help animals that have fallen
in to escape. Fill with rainwater and add a couple
of plants that thrive in water. Put the container
somewhere with a bit of shade and wait to see which
animals visit.

• Extra care should be taken near water and
children should be supervised at all times.
• To prevent animals overheating try to keep
buckets out of the sun.

Did you know?
The deepest lake in the British
Isles is Loch Morar in Scotland.
It is 310m deep. The Shard in
London (the tallest building
in the UK) is 306m high.

George McG a vin’s challen ge –
Making sp ace for nature
"This is a fantastic challenge, not only are you helping
to make things easier and safer for your wildlife visitors
but you’ll be able to get up close and find out more
about them by inviting them in. This is a hands on
challenge, I hope you’re ready for it! It’s great to see
the benefits of a few small changes."

Build a bumblebee shelter

George McG a vin, The One Show &
B rit ain’s B ig Wildlife Revival

Bumblebees live in all sorts of places but love a
hole in the ground. Queen bees hibernate over the
winter and start looking for a place to make their
nest and lay eggs as soon as they emerge. An upside
down flowerpot filled with dry moss is very inviting.
Place the pot somewhere quiet where it won't be
disturbed by small children or pets.

Create a log pile for insects
and small mammals

Provide other animal shelters
and pathways

Collect some large and small logs, twigs and a little
bit of compost or grass cuttings and pile them all
together in a quiet corner where they won't be
disturbed. Over time, plants, moss, lichen and fungi
will start to grow. You can expect lots of insects
and even amphibians and small rodents to visit,
this will encourage birds or other mammals that
are feeling peckish.

• Leaf piles – good for insects, frogs,
mice and hedgehogs
• Uncut grass or a nettle patch for insects,
rodents, frogs and toads to hide in
• Rock piles – provide a home for spiders,
insects, frogs and toads

Did you know?
There are more than
23,000 insect species
in the UK and probably
4-6 million more
worldwide.

• Hedgehog sized gaps in garden fences
allow them to roam easily

Put up a nesting box
Birds can be fussy about nesting boxes, so don't
worry if yours isn't used straight away. Check that
the size of the entrance and the height is suitable for
your local birds. Face away from the prevailing wind,
ensure that rain can drain away and it's safe from
cats. It's best to put up boxes in the autumn.

More instructions for all these activities can
be found on bbc.co.uk/summerofwildlife
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al le n ge –
Mich ae la S tr a ch an’s ch
Fe ed in g ti me
"One way to help the wildlife in your garden or local
green spaces to flourish is by feeding them. This
challenge is not just about putting out what you
think mammals, birds and insects need to survive,
but discovering their real dietary requirements. Just
leaving out fresh water makes a real difference."

Michaela S trachan, S p ringwatch
& B rit ain’s B ig Wildlife Revival

Providing food is a great way to encourage wildlife
into your space so you can learn more about
its behaviour. The food you put out can really
help an animal survive particularly during harsh
weather or at times when its natural food sources
are scarce. Bear in mind that the animals you are
feeding are wild so put food out in a quiet place
and try to keep your distance so that they don’t
become used to humans. Whilst the wildlife is
feeding there might be a good opportunity to
snap some great photos!

Visit
life
mmerof wild
bbc.co.uk/su
on
s
tip
d
s an
for useful hint
e.
feeding wildlif

Did you know?

If you want to have the wildlife over for
dinner then take a look at some feeding
time favourites on the opposite page.
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The number of bird species
recorded feeding on supplementary
bird food in our gardens has
risen from 18 to 130 over the
last 15 years.

Feeding time favourit es
Fe ed the bu tt er fl ie s
& ot he r in sec ts

Hedgeh ogs
Hedgehogs are insectivores, mainly eating insects and beetles
with a few worms now and then. The best thing to feed
them is dog or cat food with a high meat/low cereal content,
or cooked chopped meat. Only put out a small amount
otherwise you will attract rodents, cats and dogs. Why not
try capturing your hedgehogs on camera?

G a rd en B irds
favourites
any seeds or nuts,
Garden birds love
lted
ts, nyger and unsa
are sunflower hear
it and
fru
,
ms
or
love mealw
peanuts. They also
ball or
fat
n
ow
ur
yo
lard. Make
fats like suet and
bit of
a
d
an
eds, cooked rice
loaf, using lard, se
.
se
chopped chee

ers will attract most insects.
Planting brightly coloured flow
of over-ripe banana . Hang a
Butterflies are also ver y fond
e and cover the ends with a
twin
bamboo cane from some
sugar and water. Don’t overdo
solution of granulated white
act a swarm rather than a few
the sugar water as it may attr
cts might even chew through
inse
e
you can see easily. Som
it their home.
the cane and end up making

Wa te r an d H ygi

e ne

It's also importan
t to provide wa
ter for birds
and animals to dr
ink or bathe in.
Keep your
water dishes an
d feeders clean
to prevent the
spread of diseas
e. It's best to cle
an them outside
If the food you
.
put out isn't being
finished ever y
day, reduce the
amount and pick
up any food
that's on the grou
nd to avoid attr
acting rodents.
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Mike D il ge r’s ch al le n ge
Plan ti n g for wil d lif e
"Don’t be daunted by this challenge. You don’t
have to be the world’s most practical person to
construct a wildlife garden. Sometimes it’s not
about what you do, but what you don’t do. For
example, a quiet, unkempt corner can be worth its
weight in gold – providing a refuge for some of our
more introverted wildlife. Grow some green fingers
and get to grips with this challenge!"

Mike Dilger, The One Show &
B rit ain’s B ig Wildlife Revival
Grow a sunflower
Bees and other insects love sunflowers and birds love
to eat sunflower seeds.
Plant up a pot (or two)
Plant some nasturtiums – they are easy to grow, the
flowers and seeds are edible and bees and butterflies
love them! Try growing lavender, which also attracts
insects and smells lovely and lady’s mantle, which
grows easily and looks great alongside lavender.
Marjoram also grows easily, has delicate mauve
flowers which attract insects and tastes good in
pasta sauce.
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Sow a mini meadow
Clear a 1m2 space in a sunny spot and make sure any
old roots are dug out. Cover with wildflower seeds,
press them down taking care not to bury them with
soil. Water them in if it's dry. If you don't have much
space plant a mini meadow in a windowbox. Then
just watch and wait. Seeds are best planted in spring
or autumn.
Plant a hedge
The rise of the fence and the demise of the hedge
means that our wildlife has lost a valuable resource.
Hedges provide an array of food, including pollen,
nectar and berries and also provide shelter to birds,
small mammals and a whole host of insects. It's
easy to plant a simple native hedge such as alder,
beech, birch, blackthorn, dog rose, hawthorn,
hazel or field maple. Plant and watch the wildlife
return over time.
See bbc.co.uk/summerofwildlife
for tips on planting for wildlife.

Did you know?
Ground elder, which is thought
of as a weed, was introduced to
the UK by the Romans as a
vegetable for their soldiers.
Dahlias, which we use as a
bedding plant, were grown by
the Aztecs as a root vegetable.

Mar tin H ugh es-G ame s’s chal lenge –
Gi ve scien ce a help ing han d
"If you’re really interested in UK wildlife, why not help gather important scientific data? These surveys are both
fun to do but have a serious purpose as well. You get detailed instructions and there are apps you can download
for help – best of all – for me at least – some of them have fantastic downloadable colour identification guides.
We have featured the Garden BioBlitz and The Big Butterfly Count on this year’s Springwatch but there are loads
more to choose from. You can make your data count, join us and take action now."

Did you know?
The Natural History Museum in
London is home to the world’s
largest and most important natural
history collection, with over 70
million specimens.

Martin H ughes-G ames, S p ringwatch
Bioblitz it!

Take part in an official survey

Measure out a square (1m or 0.5m ) and list all the
things you find inside e.g. leaves, insects, soil, twigs,
plants - you get the idea. Choose a patch with a few
large stones, there could be slugs, woodlice or worms
underneath. You'll be amazed how long the list is by
the time you've finished.
2

2

To find a survey that suits you go to
bbc.co.uk/summerofwildlife

Lots of wildlife organisations run surveys that need
your help. These surveys provide scientists with
information to support their research that they
would find difficult to collect on their own. Their
research can help us understand a range of issues
such as threats to UK wildlife and climate change.
There will be a survey that fits in with your interests
and the amount of time you have to spare, whether
it’s looking at amphibians in a pond for an afternoon
at your local park or keeping track of migrating birds
over the summer.
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D a vid Lind o’s chal lenge – A sense of the wild
"I’ve learned that smaller birds have a few calls that
are universally recognised as alarm calls or contact
notes, why not listen out for them? Using your senses
is a vital tool for any wildlife enthusiast. All species are
dependent on their senses to help them detect food or
danger. This challenge will certainly get you using your
senses – good luck."

D a vid Lindo, B rit ain’s B ig Wildlife Revival

Smelling
Identify 10 different smells in your local park.
From the smell of freshly cut grass to the smell of
a fir cone, to the smell of different flowers. If
you want to keep at a distance from the things
you’re smelling, make an ‘extended nose’. Take the
cardboard inside of a paper roll and put a piece
of muslin over one end, fixed with tape or a
rubber band. You might have to sniff a bit harder,
but at least nothing can shoot up your nose!

Listening
F ind examples of the sounds birds make online.
When you're out record any you hear on your
phone.
Set a dusk challenge.
Go out just as it's starting to get dark. Listen
for rustles, snuffles and calls of small mammals
(e.g. hedgehogs, mice and squirrels) and amphibians
(e.g. frogs) and see if you can see them.
Identify 10 insects by sound.
Bees, beetles, crickets – this is a tough challenge
– good luck!

Touching
The ten touch challenge.
In your local park, garden or woodland make a list of
10 things to be identified by touch alone. (e.g. silver
birch bark, a worm, a pine cone, an ash leaf). Your
contestants have to take the test blindfolded.
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Did you know?
Rabbits have 100 million
cells dedicated to smell,
humans only have
5-6 million.

Gordon B uchanan’s challen ge
– Branch ing out
"Trees are the lungs of our world and without them we would
simply cease to exist! They are also a great source of food and
shelter for our native wildlife. This challenge will help you gain
a greater appreciation of the trees that might be just outside
your window."

UK’s most
common
There are around 50 species of
tree that are native to the UK.
The Woodland Trust identifies
the trees listed below amongst
the ten most commonly found.
Why not try to find all ten?

G ordon B uchanan, B rit ain’s B ig Wildlife Revival

Identify the trees you can spot

Common oak

• From your bedroom window

B irch
Horse chestnut

• 5m from your front door

The 15 minute challenge

• 50m from your front door

Common beech

• In your local park

Sit quietly under a tree and see how
many different animals, birds and insects
you can list and identify in the tree.

Leaves, bark and the shape of the tree will help
you to identify them.

age a tree

H azel

First find the width of the tree by
measuring around the trunk about
1.3m off the ground. Divide this number
by 3.14. Now you can estimate the tree’s
age. Divide the width of the tree by the
average growth rate for that species.
You can find growth rates on our
website bbc.co.uk/summerofwildlife

Field maple

Did you know?
"A third of children aged between
6 and 15 have never climbed a
tree, a quarter have never rolled
down a hill and almost half have
never made a daisy chain."
Play England.

Common ash

S ycamore
Common lime

H awthorn
bbc.co.uk/summerofwildlife | 15

I olo William s’s challen ge –
Keep up the good work!
"Growing up in Wales definitely cemented my love
of nature but also gave me the passion to preserve
it. This challenge is about going the extra mile and
devoting your time and energy to the wildlife cause.
By volunteering with local organisations you have the
potential to benefit wildlife in your area. No matter
how you choose to get involved you will make a really
big difference as well as meet some fantastic likeminded people in the process."

I olo Williams, S p ringwatch &
B rit ain's B ig Wildlife Revival
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What can you achieve?
In one day a full team of volunteers could make a
huge difference for wildlife. A pond could be desilted, undergrowth cleared or a new wildflower
meadow planted to help bees. If you joined in you
would immediately see the benefits of giving your
time. A cleared pond will increase wildlife - newts and
toads could breed there and birds would visit more
often. In half a day a team could clear a river bank or
coastal area of rubbish or even plant a community
garden where everyone can enjoy wildlife.
You could also help conservation and wildlife charities
by offering professional skills such as writing a
newsletter, creating a website, translating information
from another language or helping run the office.
Volunteering works in so many ways.
Take a look at bbc.co.uk/summerofwildlife
for more info about volunteering for wildlife.

Did you
know?
Around one quarter
of the UK population
volunteers.

Wh y volu n tee r?
•You make a difference to
wildlife and the environmen

t

•You help improve understand
ing
about wildlife and conservatio
n
•You get to meet new people
•It gets you out and about –
you often see your local
landscape differently
•You get to try new things
or
learn new skills

BBC Nature

Thi ngs to D o

The BBC Nature website has everything
you need to enjoy your Summer of Wildlife.
There are a series of engaging guides
designed to help you meet celebrate and
protect our wildlife. Visit us online if you
want to know where to go to be amazed by
wildlife or how to photograph or film it.

Find Things To Do with your family during
the BBC’s Summer of Wildlife.

Find out how to describe, identify, study
and work with animals and plants. Go online
to find out all you need to know to get
hands on safely with wild animals. You can
also keep up with BBC Nature on Facebook
and Twitter.

Find it all online at
bbc.co.uk/summerofwildlife

The BBC and our partners are celebrating
the UK’s extraordinary wildlife with a
series of events for families this summer.
Events will range from pond dipping, mini
beast hunts and discovering habitats, to
bioblitzes, making homes for wildlife and
meeting animals up close and much more!

To find events near you, type in your
postcode at bbc.co.uk/thingstodo

•You make a difference – to
yourself and your community
•It can help boost your con

fidence
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En dange re d S pe cie s!
G re a te r H or se sh

oe B a t

Re d S q u irrel

Common D or mou
Protected in the UK, Special Areas
of Conservation have been created
as part of the UK Biodiversity
Action Plan.
•o
 ne of the UK’s largest bat species,
body size 5.7-7cm with a wingspan
up to 40cm, lives up to 30 years.
•	population estimate approximately
4,000 breeding pairs.
•	only found in the south west of
England and southern Wales.
• t hought to have suffered a 90%
decline over the past 100 years
due to the loss of roost sites (such
as old mines) and foraging areas.
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Efforts are underway to protect these and other
endangered species in the UK.

Wa ter V ole

se

Protected in the UK, Conservation
efforts are showing a slowing of
the population decline.

(also known as the hazel dormouse)
•	body size 6-9cm with a tail of up to
7cm, lives up to 5 years.
•	population estimate about 45,000.
•	now only found in 50% of the areas
it was 100 years ago. Mostly in
the south with tiny populations in
Northumberland and Cumbria.
Not thought to be any in Scotland
or Northern Ireland.
•	the lack of hazel coppicing
(woodland management practice)
has had a major impact as this has
led to a lack of ground cover and
essential food sources.

Protected in the UK, there are a
number of conservation projects
across the UK.

•	the UK’s native squirrel species,
body size up to 20cm, with a tail
of up to 18cm, lives up to 3 years.
•	there are about 200,000
red squirrels in the UK.
•	the highest UK proportion of
red squirrels is found in Scotland,
northern England and Northern
Ireland.
•	suffered huge losses, mostly due
to the introduction of the grey
squirrel, which carries squirrel
pox that kills reds.

Protected in the UK,
reintroduction projects are
proving successful.

•	often mistaken for a rat, but has
a blunter nose, body size 14-22cm
with a tail up to 11cm, lives up to
1.5 years.
•	estimated that there are
approximately 400,000 individuals.
• mostly found in England and Wales.
•	habitat destruction, changes in
agricultural practices and the
American mink being a predator
are thought to be key factors in
the water voles' decline.

Image: David Harries

Th e Fresh wa ter
Pe ar l Mu sse l

Image: Environment Agency
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Shr ill Car der Bee
Identified as a priority species in
the UK Biodiversity Action Plan.

There are a number of
Species Action Plans in place
to protect populations.

Protected by European Law,
breeding programmes are in place
and colonies have been reintroduced
in some nature reserves.

It is listed in the UK Biodiversity
Action Plan. Survey work has begun
to assess its true numbers and the
government has drawn up planting
plans for farmers.

•	has a body length 44-67cm with a
wingspan of up to 120cm, can live
up to 12 years.

•	found in clean, fast flowing rivers,
grows up to 12-15cm and can live
for well over 100 years.

•	probably the UK’s noisiest
amphibian, it has a body size up to
8cm and can live up to 12-15 years.

•	one of the smaller bumblebees,
workers grow up to 1.5cm and
queens can grow up to 1.8cm.

•	this species went from green straight
to red on the Birds of Conservation
Concern list, population in Orkney
showed a decline from 2,100 pairs
in 2000 to 370 pairs in 2010.

•	formerly widespread across
western and northern UK,
today England has only one
secure population and only a
few populations remain in Wales.
Scotland is doing better, there
are functional populations in over
50 rivers, mainly in the Highlands.

•	it’s estimated that there are
2,200-2,500 breeding pairs in
the UK.

•	a once widespread native bumblebee, it’s now rare and inhabits only
a few areas of southern England
and southern Wales.

• only breeds in north and west
Scotland. If food supplies are poor
the arctic skua does not breed.
•	also suffering from the increase in
population of the great skua, which
not only competes for fish but also
preys on the arctic skua.

•	key causes for decline are
pollution, silt build-up, pearl
fishing and river engineering.

•	predominantly found in coastal
areas, particularly dunes and sandy
heaths, the main populations are
found in Cumbria and Merseyside,
with smaller populations dotted
around the UK.
•	rare in the UK mainly due to
habitat loss and changes in
habitat management. Natterjacks
like warm, shallow ponds.

•	decline is due to the loss of flowerrich grassland, development,
agricultural improvement and
over grazing.
• t o sustain a healthy population
these bees need an area of
10-20km2 of suitable habitat,
where nectar and pollen is
available from April-September.
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Th is su mmer we have a se ason
mmes
bu rst in g wit h n at ure pr ogra
for al l the fa mil y.
SPRINGWATCH
Springwatch returns to BBC Two this
year to launch the Summer of Wildlife –
Chris Packham, Michaela Strachan
and Martin Hughes-Games are back
at the end of the May with three weeks
of live programmes from Ynis-hir in
mid Wales. Watch the UK springtime
unfold, featuring all the highs and lows
of the natural world at this exciting time
in the wildlife calendar. The team will
celebrate the wildlife that lives on our
doorsteps, reveal tips for tracking
wildlife and focus on some of the
wildlife we share our lives with.
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WILD
During the day Nick Baker presents
Springwatch in the Afternoon, a new
programme offering lots of practical
advice for spotting, photographing and
helping wildlife. He also peeks behind
the scenes to meet the cast, crew and
experts that make Springwatch happen
every year.

In June look out for Wild on CBBC.
This new programme gets kids
reconnecting with nature. Naomi
Wilkinson, Tim Warwood and Radzi
Chinyanganya present live from a
different location each weekend
getting out, getting active and getting
hands on.

Britain’s Big Wildlife Revival

The Burrowers

Countryfile

On BBC One later in the summer
Britain’s Big Wildlife Revival shows
you what you can do to help save
some of the UK’s threatened wildlife.
Ellie Harrison is joined by some of
our favourite wildlife presenters
who will highlight the plight of some
of the creatures most at risk in the
UK, including iconic species such as
kingfishers, red squirrels and house
sparrows. Each presenter will champion
a creature that they passionately want
to bring back from the brink.

Later in the summer, BBC Two brings
you The Burrowers with Chris Packham.
This is a remarkable series exploring
the lives of subterranean mammals.
Come into the never seen before
underground world of voles, rabbits,
badgers and moles filmed in specially
created full-scale burrows.

Countryfile also joins the
Summer of Wildlife, featuring
specially commissioned films by
the renowned wildlife cameraman
Richard Taylor-Jones.

CHRIS PIC OR ALTERNATIVE
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You r

Tr ac ke r

Just tear off, put up on a wall, stick
on more photos and finds and then
celebr ate each completed challenge.

IN OUR TEAM:

We watched: (tick box)
BBC TWO’s Springwatch

Put a photo of
your Summer of UK
Wildlife team here

CBBC’s Wild
BBC ONE’s Britain’s Big Wildlife Revival
BBC TWO’s The Burrowers
BBC ONE’s Countryfile

Write about any interesting results or other wildlife activities you’ve taken part in here:

Chr is P ackh am’s chal len ge –
S tar t taking not ice
We turned the trip to school or the shops
into a nature trail
We did a nature quest

Naomi Wil kin son’s chal len ge –
Get out in the wild!
We camped out overnight
We found a geocache
We built a den

We watched wildlife at night

Ni ck B aker’s ch al len ge
– Ge t sh ar in g

Ellie H arrison’s challenge –
Wildlife under invest igation
We found feathers and fur

We followed BBC Nature

We found footprints

We shared on social media

We found animal trails

We submitted a photo to the
We gave a talk to

BBC Flickr group

.....................................................

We did a droppings audit
We found signs of animal activity

Michaela S trachan’s
challenge – Feeding Time
We put out food for hedgehogs

Philippa Forrest er’s challenge –
The world of wa ter
We went pond dipping
We went rock pooling

We fed the birds
We made an insect feeder
We put out water
We kept our feeders clean

We made a mini pond

George McG a vin’s challenge –
Making sp ace for nature

Mike Dilger’s challenge –
Planting for wildlife

We made a log pile

We grew sunflowers

We put up a nesting box

We planted wildlife friendly plants

We built a bumblebee shelter

We sowed a mini meadow

We provided other shelters and pathways

We planted a hedge
We let a patch grow wild

Gordon B uchanan’s challenge –
B ranching out

Martin H ughes-G ames’s challen ge –
Gi ve science a help ing hand

We identified all the trees we could see
We found the UK’s most common trees

We bioblitzed it!

We did the 15 minute challenge

We surveyed .......................................................................

We worked out the age of a tree

D a vid Lindo’s challen ge –
A sense of the wild

I olo Williams’s challenge –
Keep up the good work!
We volunteered for half a day

We identified 10 birds by sound

We volunteered for a day

We listened for wildlife at dusk

We signed up to volunteer regularly

We identified 10 insects by sound
We identified 10 smells
We passed the 10 touch challenge

Keep it goin g …

oyed the challenges.
in, we hope you’ve enj
lor ing
Thank you for joining
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